“Shoebox scan” Order Form

/ Check List

Date___________________

Order #_______________

Customer name _______________________
City ___________________________

Address __________________________________________________

State ________

Postcode _________

Phone # __________________________

ShoeBox Scanning (Please print and complete this order form)
Scans made from photo prints only (not slides or negatives).
All photos must be submitted at the same time; as our workflow doesn’t allow for “add ons”

Place a tick below next to the scan quantity supplied. (This form must accompany all jobs)
(Minimum Charge is $49.00 Per Order)
Tick

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

100-199
200-299
300-399
400-499
500-599

Scans
Scans
Scans
Scans
Scans

49¢ each
47¢ each
44¢ each
39¢ each
37¢ each

□
□
□
□

600-799
800-999
1000+
2000+

Scans
Scans
Scans
Scans

34¢ each
29¢ each
27¢ each
24¢ each

To CDs $8.50 each / DVDs $17.95 each. Quantity # _______
To USB (As USBs vary in storage size and price we will quote price per job) Customer usb
Pixels Plus usb
I have checked and declare that all photos for bulk scanning orders are provided to Pixels Plus in size order, unmounted, not
torn or bent, no smaller than wallet size (2.5 x3.5 inch) or larger than 8” x 12”, or have anything sticky or raised on the surface.
For these photos please tick the box for custome scans below , othewise A 50% fee applies to orders that don’t comply.

□

□

What we require: that all photos are loose, meaning out of albums, removed from envelopes and frames.
If you want to help keep groups of photographs together, put an index card at the beginning of each group with some information on it relating to the
album or envelope they are from and we’ll scan those right along with the photos.
Technical specifications: Our standard scanning resolution for this service is 300 dpi. This is adequate for making good copies up to twice the size
of the original photo.
Upgrade Option: We can scan your pictures at 600ppi so you can make bigger enlargements retaining clarity. While the high-resolution files are
four times larger than standard files, they only cost 50% more.
Non-conforming photos: Photos with adhesive, Blue Tac, stickytape or anything similar on them will need to be scanned manually at the below
charge. Mounted or thick photos, such as Polaroid and Kodak Instant Photos, may not feed through our automated equipment. Neither will photos
less than about 21⁄2 by 31⁄2 inches, torn, bent or delicate photos. We can scan them, but there is a fee of $2 for these pictures which must be custom
scanned manually.

OPTIONS:
Tick

□
□
□
□
□
□

Custom scan non-conforming images up to 8x12 and charge $2 for each one.
Do NOT scan non-conforming images and return them.
Scan all photos at 600 dpi. This will increase the total cost by 50%.
Extra copies of CD, at $5 per disk
Extra copies of DVD, at $15 per disk
Video DVD Slideshow of every image scanned $45. Can be played on most home DVD players for viewing on TV.
(Custom options such as titles and music available at normal slideshow pricing).
This service is only available for small scan jobs of around 500 photos.

Important notice: By submitting prints or documents to Pixels Plus, I agree that their value is no more than the cost of scanning the same quantity
of photographs. That is, if Pixels plus would charge me 49¢ to scan a photo, the maximum amount of damage I may claim is limited to 49¢ per
photo. Except for such agreed value, Pixels Plus will not be liable for any other loss or damage, direct, consequential or incidental to the customer’s
use of such services.
We honour photographers’ copyrights. If you submit photos that are the identifiable work of a professional photographer we will return them
unscanned, unless you provide us with the signed permission of the photographer(s).

Customer to Signed:_______________________ Date ________
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SHOEBOX SCAN JOB

Pixels Plus - 45 Willoughby Rd, Crows Nest NSW 2065 Ph: 02 9437 4247
Order #_____________
Date taken:_____________

Date to Collect:______________

